ABSTRACT

THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERACTIVE MODULE ON POEM AND PROSE APPRECIATION MATERIAL AT SMK WIRATAMA KOTAGAJAH

ADI WINATA

The objective of this research are, 1) to produce products heve form module interactive on prose and poem of indonesian language lesson, 2) to know the effective module interactive on poem and prose appreciation learning process, 3) to know the efficiency module interactive on prose and poem appreciation material.

Kind of this research is research and development, product validated by the expert of instructional design, the expert of material and the expert of multimedia. The product has try out of students through two step. They are, experiment of small group and experiment of big group. The subject in this research are students of twelfth class of SMK Wiratama Kotagajah. The data collected by evaluation sheet from the expert of instruction design, the expert of material, the expert of multimedia, sheet for exercise and angket. To analize data the researcher uses descriptive analyze and t-test.

The result of this research are: 1) the development interactive module on prose and poem material through requirement analysis step, instructional design, design and developing media, try out, revision and final product. 2) increasing of student’s learning achievement mith average 2,83 using modul interactive, 3) basic compentence learning of appreciation poem and prose using module interactive has efficiency like saving time is more than learning prosess using book or module printing, 4) module interactive has good interesting and evident to increase student’s motivation to constant of student’s assignment
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